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mean, loop checking and field instrument testing procedure everybody knows that loop checking and field instrument testing is the last piece of the puzzle in each project before commencing the commissioning of any system it is time consuming and depends upon the completion of other systems like piping electrical equipment control valves etc, is the rated voltage of the cable typically printed on the cable in kilovolts and l is the length of the cable in meters if the cable length is in feet replace the number 304 8 with 1000 for cables rated 600 v the minimum acceptable insulation resistance values for cable lengths from 100 to 1000 feet, the 3 wire method of no trip loop testing has become the norm over the past 20 years this test method overcame the need to by pass even the new electronic protection devices by utilising a low current line earth test current whilst still returning a degree of accuracy, best practices for field testing fiber optic cables by michelle collier rcdd fiber optic cable provides a low loss medium for high speed communications while the continuous fiber cable itself is low loss terminations at each access point provide a potential achilles heel the biggest cause of signal loss across fiber optic connectors is, cable faults types causes and how to locate faults in cables via different tests table of contents 1 introduction to faults in cables 2 causes of cable faults 3 how to locate faults in a damaged cable 4 l blavier test for a single cable faults in the absence of a sound cable to locate fault in the cable to make a loop by, the same fix which works for tvs and vcrs probably works just as well for cable modems and will be covered on the next page you will need to consult other resources to cure any ground loop problems with other wired broadband technologies wired local area networks probably the easiest test procedure is as follows, a megger is an ohmmeter that measures resistance in the megohm scale it s also known as an insulation tester to test a cable with a megger you connect one probe to the outside of the cable and with the power turned off you touch the probe to the conducting wire at the point of connection, loop checking the loop is ok 20 ma dc is coming from dcs or jb want to check 2 what is mean by loop checking loop checking means whether is it receiving the signal or not if the output is corresponding to input when you give 24v dc from control room, this article is about fieldbus cable and segment check procedure this article is about fieldbus cable and segment check procedure segment diagnostics check and preparation of ff device for loop check complete segment checkout procedure as per below after loop checking is done for all ff devices of the segment 5 1 tools required, earth testing made easy 17 february 2012 increasingly often electrical contractors are finding that they need to carry out tests on earth electrodes to ensure that their resistance is low enough to allow fault currents to flow safely to earth, in addition to a power meter you need a test source the test source should match the type fiber generally led for mm or laser for sm and wavelength 850 1300 1550 nm that will be used on the fiber optic cable you are testing, alternating current ac loop impedance testing a testing procedure long established in europe is only recently beginning to find its way into u s practice best
known as loop testing it addresses the rapidly expanding development and deployment of increasingly sophisticated electronic equipment which places greater demands on instrumentation and testing capabilities loop testing is a, soldering but to keep things simple this procedure does not cover that option when you have a converter without a echo on option you need a second rs 485 port or converter to receive the signal transmitted by the first or to transmit a signal to be received by the first this is because a 2 wire rs 485 port is half duplex, everybody knows that loop checking and field instrument testing is the last piece of the puzzle in each project before commencing the commissioning of any system it is time consuming and depends upon the completion of other systems like piping electrical equipment control valves etc each, no cable box required cancel anytime working no thanks it try free find out why close instrument loop check anil chaudhari cold loop and hot loop checking procedure in hindi, loop testing demystified of all the tests that contractors routinely perform on electrical installations earth loop impedance testing creates the most confusion and uncertainty why is the test needed and which test method is it best to use simon wood of megger answers these and other frequently asked questions, automation technicians are constantly challenged to keep instrumentation loops and i o working at peak efficiency in the least amount of time possible while multiple tools have typically been needed to perform various troubleshooting tasks today s multi function instruments such as ma process, the use of the profibus installation guideline for commissioning may involve handling hazardous materials or tools or involve dangerous work due to the many and diverse applications of profibus it is not possible to take all options or safety requirements into consideration each system makes different demands in order for, testing and commissioning procedure for electrical installation 1 introduction the procedures stated in this document cover the activities in preliminary tests and inspections functional performance tests and the commissioning of newly completed installations and existing ones after major alteration they are so compiled to facilitate, loop checking procedure ideas loop checking loop test procedure isa calibration a technician s guide cable 2005 instrument commissioning checklist method of statement for mv amp lv switchgears calibration handbook ccst question baixar pular para a pgina voc est na pgina 1 de 3 pesquisar no documento loop check, the loop checking checks the connection between each component in the control loop a control loop consists of transmitter sensor process controller final control element before start the loop check include first list the number of loops test actions the procedure for documenting the check and plan should specify the type and, location correct per loop diagram and p amp id instruments and cabel input continuity check orifice plates calibration junction box range check with control system marshalling cabinet loop direct reverse action dcs plc panel serial number correct local panels state change ok on control system general electrical wiring, lesson six proper cable termination practices are vital for the complete and accurate transfer of both analog and digital information signals insulation displacement connection idc termination is the recommended method of copper termination recognized by ansi tia eia 568 a for utp cable terminations commonly called punch down connections these connections require the use of a small punch down, 4a guide to low resistance testing a guide to low resistance testing 5 are exposed to acid vapors causing further degradation these conditions result in a decrease in the surface to surface contact area with an associated increase in surface to surface contact resistance ultimately causing excessive heating at the junction, principles and testing methods of earth ground resistance august 12th 2014 published in articles vector the fluke 1625 earth ground tester can measure earth ground loop resistances for multi grounded systems using only current clamps this test technique eliminates the dangerous step of disconnecting parallel grounds as well as the, loop extension cable loop device to be triggered by detector figure i how it works the preformed or saw cut loop is buried in the traffic lane the loop is a continuous run of wire that enters and exits from the same point the two ends of the loop wire are connected to the loop extension cable which in turn connects to the vehicle detector, instrument loop checking procedure pdf free download here loop shutdown system manufacturing procedure for test rig instrument cable assembling to test rig brazing asme iv brazing procedure identify the functions of the instrument loop star and self checking procedure compliance
communication standards alara prevent events, do you know about loop check of 4 20ma or hart transmitters or instruments loop check procedure this article provides the basic info about loop checks of field instruments loop check of 4 20ma or hart transmitters there are two ways to loop check a 4 20 ma hart transmitter current loop inject physical sensor input, a practical guide to earth resistance testing the word megger is a registered trademark getting down to earth introduction nothing is quite so common or abundantly available throughout the world as the earths soil we are more apt to think of earth as something to be, what is mean by loop checking loop checking means first we want to check the continuity of cable then whether 24 v dc or 4 20 ma dc is coming from dcs or jb want to check that is called loop checking after installation of, sensing cable test procedure 1 ensure the end termination is connected to the sensing cable if checking several lengths of sensing cable in series a cable string ensure they are all connected 2 connect a modular leader cable tt mlc pc to the sensing cable 3 verify that the sensing cable is intact loop 1 measure the resistance, what s the difference between cold loop test and hot loop test answer ravi 1 cold loop check to identify weather the cable are terminated at its correct terminal blocks from field side instruments to control panel at this time no power is present in the loop or it may be isolated from the power source cold loop checking, cable run test once you determine that the vwic is working correctly use this procedure to test and eliminate the cable run to the telco demarc as the source of problems remove the loopback plug from the vwic port connect the cable to the vwic port disconnect the cable from smartjack plug the loopback to that end of the cable run, cable fault location is the process of locating periodic faults such as insulation faults in underground cables and is an application of electrical measurement systems in this process mobile shock discharge generators are among the devices used, ilan7 easier said than done i have worked both sides of the fence her both as a client rep and as the engineering contractor s rep most sub contractors are quite happy to do installation work all day long but when you make them responsible for loop checking the can be at times a bit reluctant to think for themselves especially when it comes to look checking as they then have to go and, system when initially installed had low earth ground resistance values the resistance of the grounding system can increase if the ground rods are eaten away grounding testers like the fluke 1623 and 1625 are indispensable troubleshooting tools to help you maintain uptime with frustrating intermittent electrical problems the problem, cold loop without power checking continued testing of cable and power cable and instruments cable i o cable checking hot loop power with power line checking of voltage and current feedback and milli amps kw 4 20 ma charging time checking of hot loop, loop checking is the final process before the commissioning of the processing system loop checking is the process that confirms the components wired correctly and also helps to ensure that the, guide to cable tv premise wire testing 99 washington street melrose ma 02176 phone 781 665 1400 toll free 1 800 517 8431 visit us at www testequipmentdepot com, the importance of this protection boeing has developed a portable loop resistance tester for airplane maintenance personnel to use when testing cable shields and shield connections in airplane wire bundles the loop resistance tester has proved to be a significant improvement over previous, the cable manufacturer if you dont know the factory test volt age test using a voltage about twice the cables rated voltage plus 1000 volts rated voltage is the maximum amount of voltage that the conductor can be ex posed to for a prolonged amount of time usually printed on the conductor for single phase two phase or three phase sys, low voltage and high voltage cable testing low voltage xlpe distribution cables insulation resistance cables shall be tested for insulation resistance with an insulation tester i e megger at 1000 volts for 1 minute the minimum insulation resistance to earth or between phases shall be 100 meg ohms the instrument used for this measurement shall have a, whether installing new cable or troubleshooting existing cable network cable testing network plays an important role in the process common tests for datacom cabling include length wiremap attenuation next dc loop resistance and return loss as networks evolve so do the requirements of the cabling infrastructure to support them, it can show problems in the serial port the cable or the software generating the messages without having to connect to third party hardware by connecting the proper wires a loopback test can verify the operation of serial communication
loopback tests can be used for rs 232 rs 422 and rs 485 serial communication, unity which means that the cable cores are nt damaged above procedure also helps to identify the particular cable cores for specific system function above process is called as cold loop checking loop checking without any external source simulation hence called as cold loop check, as each student team completes the construction of a working instrument loop each student on that team must have their loop diagram inspected students see first hand how important it is to check, 10 2 1 selection of cable type and installation method as the cable is to be laid underground a steel wire armoured cable with copper conductors is to be used for half the route the cable is grouped with 6 other similar cables on a horizontal perforated cable tray otherwise run underground in a duct overload protection is required, example of asbestos paper insulation wrap on high voltage cable inside an underground cable vault several layers of the soft and friable insulation are wrapped around the cable in long wide strips originally pure white the discoloration is from sediment mud after formerly being submerged in the, how to conduct instrument loop check what testers or tools are needed to do the instrument loop check for 4 20ma signal amp 3 15psia signal 1 following 2 answers 2 also you should ground the shield at only one end of the cable preferably at the controller not the ip device

Loop Checking and Field Instrument Testing Procedure
April 6th, 2019 - Loop Checking and Field Instrument Testing Procedure Everybody knows that loop checking and field instrument testing is the last piece of the puzzle in each project before commencing the commissioning of any system It is time consuming and depends upon the completion of other systems like piping electrical equipment control valves etc

Insulation Resistance Testing of Low Voltage Cables in the
April 15th, 2019 - is the rated voltage of the cable typically printed on the cable in kilovolts and L is the length of the cable in meters if the cable length is in feet replace the number 304 8 with 1000 For cables rated 600 V the minimum acceptable insulation resistance values for cable lengths from 100 to 1000 feet

Loop testing equipment frequently asked questions Megger
April 14th, 2019 - The 3 wire method of no trip loop testing has become the norm over the past 20 years This test method overcame the need to by pass even the new electronic protection devices by utilising a low current Line Earth test current whilst still returning a degree of accuracy

Best Practices for Field Testing Fiber Optic Cables
April 13th, 2019 - Best Practices for Field Testing Fiber Optic Cables By Michelle Collier RCDD Fiber optic cable provides a low loss medium for high speed communications While the continuous fiber cable itself is low loss terminations at each access point provide a potential Achilles heel The biggest cause of signal loss across fiber optic connectors is

How To Locate Faults In Cables Types of Cable Faults
April 18th, 2019 - Cable Faults Types Causes and How to locate faults in Cables via different Tests Table of Contents 1 Introduction to Faults in Cables 2 Causes of Cable Faults 3 How to Locate Faults in a Damaged Cable 4 1 Blavier Test For a Single Cable Faults in the absence of a sound cable to locate fault in the cable to make a loop by
Testing for Ground Loop Problems siber sonic com
April 18th, 2019 - The same “fix” which works for TVs and VCRs probably works just as well for cable modems and will be covered on the next page. You will need to consult other resources to cure any ground loop problems with other wired broadband technologies Wired Local Area Networks. Probably the easiest test procedure is as follows:

How to Test Cable With a Megger Hunker
April 18th, 2019 - A megger is an ohmmeter that measures resistance in the megohm scale. It’s also known as an insulation tester. To test a cable with a megger, you connect one probe to the outside of the cable and with the power turned off, you touch the probe to the conducting wire at the point of connection.

Loop Check Scribd
April 18th, 2019 - Loop Checking the loop is ok. 20 mA DC is coming from DCS or JB. Want to check 2. What is mean by loop checking? Loop checking means whether it’s receiving the signal or not if the output is corresponding to input when you give 24v dc from control room.

Fieldbus Cable and Segment Check Procedure PAKTECHPOINT
April 15th, 2019 - This article is about Fieldbus Cable and Segment Check Procedure. This article is about Fieldbus Cable and Segment Check Procedure. Segment diagnostics check and preparation of FF device for loop check. Complete segment checkout procedure as per below after loop checking is done for all FF devices of the segment 5. 1. TOOLS REQUIRED

Earth testing made easy Electrical Engineering
April 15th, 2019 - Earth testing made easy. 17 February 2012. Increasingly often, electrical contractors are finding that they need to carry out tests on earth electrodes to ensure that their resistance is low enough to allow fault currents to flow safely to earth.

The FOA Reference For Fiber Optics Fiber Optic Testing
April 15th, 2019 - In addition to a power meter, you need a test source. The test source should match the type fiber generally LED for MM or laser for SM and wavelength 850 1300 1550 nm that will be used on the fiber optic cable you are testing.

Ac loop impedance testing Electrical Construction
December 31st, 1998 - Alternating current ac loop impedance testing a testing procedure long established in Europe is only recently beginning to find its way into US practice. Best known as loop testing, it addresses the rapidly expanding development and deployment of increasingly sophisticated electronic equipment which places greater demands on instrumentation and testing capabilities. Loop testing is a.

Q How Can I Check My 2 Wire RS 485 Port or Converter To
April 18th, 2019 - soldering but to keep things simple this procedure does not cover that option When you have a converter without a Echo On option you need a second RS 485 port or converter to receive the signal transmitted by the first OR to transmit a signal to be received by the first This is because a 2 wire RS 485 port is half duplex

Loop Checking and Field Instrument Testing Procedure
April 10th, 2012 - Everybody knows that loop checking and field instrument testing is the last piece of the puzzle in each project before commencing the commissioning of any system It is time consuming and depends upon the completion of other systems like piping electrical equipment control valves etc Each

Instrument loop check
March 19th, 2019 - No cable box required Cancel anytime Working No thanks Try it free Find out why Close Instrument loop check ANIL CHAUDHARI Cold Loop and Hot Loop checking procedure in Hindi

Earth loop impedance testing demystified Megger
April 17th, 2019 - Loop testing demystified Of all the tests that contractors routinely perform on electrical installations earth loop impedance testing creates the most confusion and uncertainty Why is the test needed and which test method is it best to use Simon Wood of Megger answers these and other frequently asked questions

Six troubleshooting tips Automation and process control
October 26th, 2010 - Automation technicians are constantly challenged to keep instrumentation loops and I O working at peak efficiency in the least amount of time possible While multiple tools have typically been needed to perform various troubleshooting tasks today s multi function instruments such as mA process

Profibus Installation Guideline PAControl com
April 17th, 2019 - The use of the PROFIBUS Installation Guideline for Commissioning may involve handling hazardous materials or tools or involve dangerous work Due to the many and diverse applications of PROFIBUS it is not possible to take all options or safety requirements into consideration Each system makes different demands In order for

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING PROCEDURE FOR ELECTRICAL
April 17th, 2019 - Testing and Commissioning Procedure for Electrical Installation 1 Introduction The procedures stated in this document cover the activities in preliminary tests and inspections functional performance tests and the commissioning of newly completed installations and existing ones after major alteration They are so compiled to facilitate

LoopCheckProcedure E1 Electricity Computer Engineering
Loop checking amp Procedure Instrumentation and Control
April 19th, 2019 - The loop checking checks the connection between each component in the control loop A control loop consists of transmitter sensor process controller final control element Before start the loop check include first list the number of loops test actions the procedure for documenting the check and plan should specify the type and

LOOP TEST SHEET booksite elsevier com
April 17th, 2019 - Location correct per Loop diagram and P amp ID Instruments and cable Input continuity check Orifice Plates Calibration Junction Box Range check with Control system Marshalling Cabinet Loop direct reverse action DCS PLC Panel Serial number correct Local Panels State change OK on control system General electrical wiring

Cable Termination Practices Simplified Electrical
August 31st, 2000 - LESSON SIX Proper cable termination practices are vital for the complete and accurate transfer of both analog and digital information signals Insulation Displacement Connection IDC termination is the recommended method of copper termination recognized by ANSI TIA EIA 568 A for UTP cable terminations Commonly called punch down connections these connections require the use of a small punch down

A GUIDE TO LOW RESISTANCE TESTING Test Equipment Depot
April 18th, 2019 - 4A GUIDE TO LOW RESISTANCE TESTING A GUIDE TO LOW RESISTANCE TESTING 5 are exposed to acid vapors causing further degradation These conditions result in a decrease in the surface to surface contact area with an associated increase in surface to surface contact resistance ultimately causing excessive heating at the junction

Principles and testing methods of earth ground resistance
August 11th, 2018 - Principles and testing methods of earth ground resistance August 12th 2014 Published in Articles Vector The Fluke 1625 earth ground tester can measure earth ground loop resistances for multi grounded systems using only current clamps This test technique eliminates the dangerous step of disconnecting parallel grounds as well as the

Inductive Loop Write up 2018 1 Marsh Products
April 16th, 2019 - Loop Extension Cable Loop Device to be Triggered by Detector Figure I How it Works The preformed or saw cut loop is buried in the traffic lane The loop is a continuous run of wire that enters and exits from the same point The two ends of the loop wire are connected to the loop extension cable which in turn connects to the vehicle detector

Free Download Here pdfsddocuments2 com
April 18th, 2019 - Instrument Loop Checking Procedure pdf Free
Loop Check of 4 20mA or HART Transmitters Instruments
April 18th, 2019 - Do you know about Loop Check of 4 20mA or HART Transmitters or Instruments? Loop check procedure. This article provides the basic info about loop checks of field instruments. Loop Check of 4 20mA or HART Transmitters. There are two ways to loop check a 4 20 mA HART transmitter current loop. Inject physical sensor input.

A practical guide to earth resistance testing Weschler
April 15th, 2019 - A practical guide to earth resistance testing. The word ‘Megger’ is a registered trademark. Getting Down to Earth 1. Introduction. Nothing is quite so common or abundantly available throughout the world as the earth’s soil. We are more apt to think of earth as something to be

Loop checking basic Procedure Instrumentation and
April 18th, 2019 - What is mean by loop checking? Loop Checking means. First we want to check the continuity of cable. Then whether 24 V DC or 4 20 mA DC is coming from DCS or JB want to check. That is called loop checking. After installation of

TraceTek TT1000 Modular Sensing Cable
April 17th, 2019 - Sensing Cable Test Procedure. 1. Ensure the end termination is connected to the sensing cable. If checking several lengths of sensing cable in series a cable string ensure they are all connected. 2. Connect a Modular Leader Cable TT MLC PC to the sensing cable. 3. Verify that the sensing cable is intact. • Loop 1 Measure the resistance.

What s the difference between cold loop test and hot loop
April 16th, 2019 - What s the difference between cold loop test and hot loop test? Answer: ravi. 1. Cold Loop Check to identify weather the cable are terminated at its correct terminal blocks from field side instruments to Control panel. At this time no power is present in the loop or it may be isolated from the power source. Cold loop checking.

T1 E1 Loopback Testing and Troubleshooting Cisco
April 16th, 2019 - Cable Run Test. Once you determine that the VWIC is working correctly use this procedure to test and eliminate the cable run to the telco demarc as the source of problems. Remove the loopback plug from the VWIC port. Connect the cable to the VWIC port. Disconnect the cable from SmartJack. Plug the loopback to that end of the cable run.

Cable fault location Wikipedia
April 16th, 2019 - Cable fault location is the process of locating periodic faults such as insulation faults in underground cables and is an application of electrical measurement systems. In this process mobile shock discharge
generators are among the devices used

**Instrumentation Loop Checking Standards Procedures**

April 14th, 2019 - ilan7 Easier said than done I have worked both sides of the fence her both as a client rep and as the engineering contractor's rep. Most sub contractors are quite happy to do installation work all day long but when you make them responsible for loop checking the can be at times a bit reluctant to think for themselves especially when it comes to look checking as they then have to go and

**Earth Ground Resistance Support Fluke com**

April 18th, 2019 - system when initially installed had low earth ground resistance values the resistance of the grounding system can increase if the ground rods are eaten away Grounding testers like the Fluke 1623 and 1625 are indispensable troubleshooting tools to help you maintain uptime With frustrating intermittent electrical problems the problem

**What do cold loop testing and hot loop testing mean**

April 14th, 2019 - Cold loop without power checking continued testing of cable and power cable and instruments cable i/o cable checking hot loop power with power line checking of voltage and current feedback and milliamps kW 4 20 mA charging time checking of hot loop

**Loop checking amp Procedure linkedin com**

October 28th, 2018 - Loop checking is the final process before the commissioning of the processing system Loop checking is the process that confirms the components wired correctly and also helps to ensure that the

**Guide to Cable TV Premise Wire Testing Test Equipment Depot**

April 18th, 2019 - Guide to Cable TV Premise Wire Testing 99 Washington Street Melrose MA 02176 Phone 781 665 1400 Toll Free 1 800 517 8431 Visit us at www TestEquipmentDepot com

**LOOP RESISTANCE TESTER Boeing**

April 16th, 2019 - the importance of this protection Boeing has developed a portable loop resistance tester for airplane maintenance personnel to use when testing cable shields and shield connections in airplane wire bundles The loop resistance tester has proved to be a significant improvement over previous

**Insulation resistance testing Fluke Corporation**

April 15th, 2019 - the cable manufacturer If you don't know the factory test volt age test using a voltage about twice the cable's rated voltage plus 1000 volts Rated voltage is the maximum amount of voltage that the conductor can be exposed to for a prolonged amount of time usually printed on the conductor For single phase two phase or three phase sys

**Low Voltage and High Voltage Cable Testing Electrical**

April 18th, 2019 - Low Voltage and High Voltage Cable Testing Low
Voltage XLPE Distribution Cables Insulation Resistance Cables shall be tested for insulation resistance with an insulation tester i.e. Megger at 1000 Volts for 1 minute. The minimum insulation resistance to earth or between phases shall be 100 meg ohms. The instrument used for this measurement shall have a...

**Network Cable Testers Fluke Networks**
April 15th, 2019 - Whether installing new cable or troubleshooting existing cable network, cable testing network plays an important role in the process. Common tests for datacom cabling include length, wiremap, attenuation, NEXT, DC loop resistance, and return loss. As networks evolve, so do the requirements of the cabling infrastructure to support them.

**How to Do a Serial Loopback Test National Instruments**
April 10th, 2019 - It can show problems in the serial port, the cable, or the software generating the messages without having to connect to third-party hardware. By connecting the proper wires, a loopback test can verify the operation of serial communication. Loopback tests can be used for RS 232, RS 422, and RS 485 serial communication.

**What is loop checking ALLInterview**
April 16th, 2019 - Unity which means that the cable cores are not damaged. Above procedure also helps to identify the particular cable cores for specific system functionality. Above process is called as Cold Loop Checking. Loop checking without any external source simulation hence called as cold loop check.

**Loop inspection on split ranged control system**
April 10th, 2019 - As each student team completes the construction of a working instrument loop, each student on that team must have their loop diagram inspected. Students see firsthand how important it is to check.

**10 Appendix 10 wiley com**
October 9th, 2018 - 10 2 1 Selection of cable type and installation method. As the cable is to be laid underground, a steel wire armoured cable with copper conductors is to be used. For half the route, the cable is grouped with 6 other similar cables on a horizontal perforated cable tray, otherwise, run underground in a duct. Overload protection is required.

**Testing and Commissioning of MV HV Cables**
January 11th, 2013 - Example of asbestos paper insulation wrap on high voltage cable inside an underground cable vault. Several layers of the soft and friable insulation are wrapped around the cable in long wide strips. Originally pure white, the discoloration is from sediment mud after formerly being submerged in the.

**How to conduct instrument loop check Yahoo Answers**
April 9th, 2019 - How to conduct instrument loop check. What testers or tools are needed to do the instrument loop check for 4 20mA signal amp 3 15PSIA signal 1 following 2 answers. Also, you should ground the shield.
at ONLY ONE END OF THE CABLE preferably at the controller not the I P device
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